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Abstract—The problem of interpreting the results of perfor-
mance analysis is quite critical in the software performance
domain. Mean values, variances, probability distributions are
hard to interpret for providing feedback to software architects.
Instead, what architects expect are solutions to performance
problems, possibly in the form of architectural alternatives (e.g.
split a software component in two components and re-deploy
one of them). In a software performance engineering approach
this path from analysis results to software alternatives still lacks
of automation and is based on the skills and experience of
analysts. In this paper we propose an automated approach
for the performance feedback generation process based on
performance antipatterns. To this aim, we model performance
antipatterns as logical predicates and we provide a java engine,
based on such predicates, that is able to detect performance
antipatterns in an XML representation of the software system.
Finally, we show the approach at work on a simple case study.

Keywords-Software Performance Engineering, Performance
Analysis, Antipatterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since more than a decade the problem of modeling and

analyzing software performance from the beginning of the

life cycle has been tackled with a new type of approaches.

The need of automation in the generation of performance

models from software artifacts has gained a core role in

the whole domain, because automation emerged as a key

factor to overcome traditional problems in the field that are:

short time to market, and too specific skills required to build

trustable models.

Figure 1(a) schematically represents the typical steps of

a complete performance modeling and analysis process.

In the figure rounded boxes represent operational steps

whereas square boxes represent input/output data. Arrows

numbered from 1 through 4 in Figure 1(a) represent the

typical forward path from an (annotated) software model

through the production of performance indices of interest 1.

While in this path quite well-founded approaches have

been introduced for inducing automation in all steps [2], [3],

there is a clear lack of automation in the backward path that

shall bring the analysis results back to the software model.

1We do not detail this part of the process, as the focus of this paper is
not on the forward path. However, readers interested to this path can refer
to [1].

(a) The overall process.

(b) Antipattern-based Results Interpretation & Feedback Generation.

Figure 1. Automated software performance modeling and analysis.

The backward path is represented in the figure as a macro-

step of result interpretation and feedback generation that we

call core step in the following. In this step the performance

indices obtained from the model solution, that are typically

represented by average values and/or distribution functions,

have to be interpreted in order to detect, if any, perfor-

mance problems. Once performance problems have been

detected (with a certain accuracy) somewhere in the model,

solutions have to be applied to remove those problems2.

Typical solutions consist in architectural alternatives, namely

2Note that this task very closely corresponds to the work of a physi-
cian: observing a sick patient (the model), studying the symptoms (some
bad values of performance indices), making a diagnosis (an architectural
problem), prescribing a therapy (problem treatment).



feedback, that modify the original software architecture to

achieve better performance. Obviously, if all performance

requirements are satisfied then the feedback will suggest no

changes to the software architecture.

In Figure 1(a), the (annotated) architectural model (label

5.a) and the performance indices (label 5.b) are inputs to the

core step that searches problems in the model.

This type of search may be quite complex and needs to be

smartly driven towards the problematic areas of the model.

The complexity of this step stems from several factors:

(i) performance indices are basically numbers associated to

model entities and often they have to be compared each

other to let problems emerge; (ii) performance indices can

be estimated at different levels of granularity and, as it is

unrealistic to keep under control all indices at all levels of

abstraction, incomplete information often results from the

model evaluation; (iii) architectural models can be quite

complex, they involve different characteristics of a software

system (such as static structure, dynamic behavior, etc.),

and performance problems sometimes appear only if those

characteristics are cross-checked.

Therefore the need of guidance in this searching process

is well clear. Strategies to drive the search can make use

of quite different elements that may depend on the adopted

model notation, on the application domain, on environmental

constraints, etc. In this context we believe that the most

promising elements that can drive this search are perfor-

mance antipatterns. Briefly, they represent typical patterns

that, if occurring in a model, may induce performance

problems. An antipattern definition includes: the pattern

specification in terms of model elements (i.e. the problem),

the actions to take in order to solve the problem (i.e. the

solution). Hence it may be beneficial to steer the searching

process by looking for common performance problems, like

antipatterns, that have well-known solutions to be adopted.

The backward path in Figure 1 proceeds with providing

feedback to the architectural model (label 6) in the form of

alternative architectural solution(s) that removes the original

performance problems.

Goal of this paper is to provide an implementation of the

core step based on performance antipatterns, as described in

Figure 1(b).

Performance antipatterns have only been defined, up to

now, in natural language [4], hence to automate their de-

tection we formally define the Performance antipatterns as

logical predicates (see Section IV). Such predicates define

conditions on specific system elements (e.g., number of

interactions among components, resource throughput) that

we organize in an XML Schema introduced in Section III.

From the annotated software architecture (label 5.a) and

the performance indices (label 5.b), the Mapping the system

elements step generates an XML Software Model conforming

to the XML schema and containing all and only the specific

software system information needed to detect performance

antipatterns.

The java rule-engine application is the operational coun-

terpart of the antipatterns declarative definitions as logical

predicates. It takes as input the XML representation of the

software system (see Section V) and gives in output a list

of detected performance antipatterns (i.e., the description

of the detected performance problems as well as their solu-

tions). Such list contains the feedback, i.e., the alternative

architectural solutions, suggested to software architects in

the backward path (label 6).

It is worth to notice that the formalization of performance

antipatterns we propose in this work is not coupled with the

rule-engine. In this paper the engine is implemented in java

but other implementations can be introduced on the basis of

the logical predicates here defined.

Being the process unavoidably based on heuristic evalu-

ations and decisions, there is no guarantee that the archi-

tectural feedback actually solves the problems. Hence the

forward path has to be taken again, starting from the updated

architectural model and ending up with new performance

indices that can confirm the performance problems have

been actually removed. Only after this validation the soft-

ware lifecycle can proceed. If the validation is unsuccessful

the backward path has to run again and the whole process

restarts3.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents

performance antipatterns using an informal representation,

Section III introduces the system elements (that have been

organized in an XML Schema) on which the performance

antipatterns apply, Section IV illustrates our approach based

on logical predicates to formally represent antipatterns, Sec-

tion V describes the java implementation of the antipattern

detection process based on such predicates, in Section VI we

propose an example as a proof of concept of our approach, in

Section VII related work is presented, and finally in Section

VIII conclusions and future work are provided.

II. PERFORMANCE ANTIPATTERNS DEFINITION

Patterns are common solutions to problems that occur in

many different contexts [5]. They provide general solutions

that may be specialized for a given context. Patterns capture

expert knowledge about “best practices” in software design

in a form that allows knowledge to be reused and applied

in the design of many different types of software.

Antipatterns are conceptually similar to patterns in that

they document recurring solutions to common design prob-

lems [6]. They are known as antipatterns because their use

(or misuse) may produce negative consequences. Antipat-

terns document common mistakes (i.e. the “bad practices”)

made during software development as well as their solutions:

what to avoid and how to solve the problems.

3In a perfect analogy with what a (good) physician makes to check if
the prescribed therapy works.



Antipattern Problem Solution
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Concurrent

Processing

Systems

Occurs when processing cannot make use of available pro-

cessors.

Restructure software or change scheduling algorithms to

enable concurrent execution.

Unbalanced

Processing

“Pipe and

Filter” Ar-

chitectures

Occurs when the slowest filter in a pipe and filter architecture

causes the system to have unacceptable throughput.

Break large filters into more stages and combine very small

ones to reduce overhead.

Extensive

Processing

Occurs when extensive processing in general impedes over-

all response time.

Move extensive processing so that it doesn’t impede high

traffic or more important work.

Circuitous Treasure Hunt Occurs when an object must look in several places to find the

information that it needs. If a large amount of processing is

required for each look (i.e. a database access), performance

will suffer.

Refactor the design to provide alternative access paths that

do not require a Circuitous Treasure Hunt (or to reduce the

cost of each look).

. . . . . . . . .
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Traffic Jam
Occurs when one problem causes a backlog of jobs that

produces wide variability in response time which persists

long after the problem has disappeared.

Begin by eliminating the original cause of the backlog. If

this is not possible, provide sufficient processing power to

handle the worst-case load.

The Ramp Occurs when processing time increases as the system is used. Select algorithms or data structures based on maximum size

or use algorithms that adapt to the size.

. . . . . . . . .

Table I
PERFORMANCE ANTIPATTERNS: PROBLEM AND SOLUTION [4].

This paper focuses on Performance Antipatterns that,

as the name suggests, define bad practices that induce

performance problems and their solutions. In particular, we

are interested on antipatterns that are independent on the

notations used to represent architectural and performance

models. This apparent restriction allows to work on the

most common antipatterns that can occur in any model

because they are not related to any specific characteristic

of a modeling notation. For a similar reason performance

antipatterns of our interest have not to be specific of any

application domain.

The main source of performance antipatterns is the work

done across years by Smith and Williams [4] that have

ultimately defined a number of 14 notation- and domain-

independent antipatterns. They describe settings where a

sub-optimal performance design choice has been made.

Some other papers present instances of the antipatterns that

occur throughout different technologies, but they are not as

general as the ones defined by Smith and Williams (see

Section VII).

In Table I some of the performance antipatterns defined

in [4] are listed. Each row of Table I represents a specific

antipattern as characterized by three fields (one per column),

that are: antipattern name, problem description, solution

description.

This list of performance antipatterns defined by Smith and

Williams has been here enriched with an additional attribute.

As shown in the leftmost part of Table I, we have partitioned

antipatterns in two different categories: one collects antipat-

terns detectable by single values of performance indices

(such as mean, max or min values) and they are referred

in this paper as Single-value Performance Antipatterns; the

other category collects those antipatterns requiring the trend

(or evolution) of the performance indices during the time

(i.e., multiple values) to capture the performance problems

induced in the software system. For these antipatterns, the

mean, max or min values are not sufficient unless these

values are referred to several observation time frames. Due

to these characteristics, the performance indices needed to

detect such antipatterns must be obtained via system simu-

lation or monitoring. We name these antipatterns Multiple-

values Performance Antipatterns.

Up today, antipatterns have been either graphically or

textually represented through informal language syntaxes.

In both cases an antipattern definition includes the problem

(i.e. model properties that characterize the antipattern) and

the solution (i.e. actions to take for removing the problem).

The core question tackled in this paper is: how can a per-

formance antipattern be represented to be automatically pro-

cessed? To this aim, we introduce a (notation-independent)

representation of performance antipatterns based on logical

predicates (see Section IV).

An antipattern problem definition identifies system prop-

erties characterizing the antipattern occurrence. Such prop-

erties refer to some software and/or hardware characteristics

(i.e., the original design plus the performance indices ob-

tained by the analysis). Thus an antipattern occurs if a certain

condition (or predicate) on some system model elements

is true. After all, such a predicate represents the formal

definition of an antipattern.



III. IDENTIFYING THE SYSTEM ELEMENTS OF

ANTIPATTERNS

In this section we provide a structured description of the

system elements that occur in the definitions of antipat-

terns [4] (such as software component, hardware utilization,

throughput, etc.), which is meant to be the basis for a formal

definition of antipatterns.

Since the (annotated) software architectural model con-

tains details that are not relevant for the antipattern def-

inition, as a first step we have filtered the system model

elements useful for the antipatterns characterization.

These concepts have been organized in an XML Schema.

The choice of XML as representation language comes from

its primary nature of interchange format supported by many

tools. We intend to define notation-independent antipatterns,

and XML is one of the most straightforward practical

means to define generic structured data 4. Besides, XML

technologies support the immediate generation of code that

can parse XML files compliant with a certain Schema.

Obviously our XML Schema shares many concepts with

existing software system modeling languages (such as UML

[7] and ADLs [8]). However, it is not meant to be another

software modeling language, rather it is oriented to specify

the basic elements of performance antipatterns. Moreover,

since we only address performance antipatterns that can be

defined independently of the notation adopted for software

modeling, in our XML schema we use elements that are

independent from any particular notation.

We organize the model elements in views, each capturing

a different aspect of the system. We consider three different

views representing three sources of information: the Static

View that captures the elements involved in the software

system and the static relationships among them (e.g. classes,

components, etc.); the Dynamic View that represents the

interaction that occurs between the elements to provide

the system functionalities (e.g. messages); and finally the

Deployment View that describes the mapping of the software

components onto the hardware resources. This organization

is similar to the Three-View Model that was introduced in

[9] for performance engineering of software systems.

In general, intersections among views exist, for example

the elements interacting in the dynamics of a system are also

part of the static view. To avoid redundancy and consistency

problems, concepts shared by multiple views are defined

once in a view, and simply referred in the other ones.

A primary advantage of introducing views is that the

Performance Antipattern specification can be partitioned on

their basis. As we will discuss in Section IV, the predicate

expressing a performance antipattern is the conjunction of

sub-predicates, each referring to a different view.

4As mentioned in Section VIII, as a future work we intend to introduce
a metamodel-based approach to the antipattern definition.

However, to specify an antipattern it might not be neces-

sary information coming from all the three views, because

certain antipatterns involve only elements of a single view.

Moreover, different views may be available at different

phases of the development process. Such view-based spec-

ification of an antipattern allows to reason on antipatterns

early in the software life cycle, when some views could

not yet be defined. The antipattern detection process could

act on the basis of the information currently available and

incrementally enhanced with different levels of accuracy as

more information becomes available.

It is also worth to notice that an antipattern specification

is a heuristic formula: even if the system features match

the predicate, it might happen that the antipattern does

not actually occur in the system. In general, a confidence

value should be associated to an antipattern to quantify the

probability that the formula occurrence corresponds to the

antipattern presence, but this is matter of our future work.

Our XML Schema for performance antipatterns is synthet-

ically shown in Figure 2 5: a System is composed of three

different Views and of the set of services it provides. The

Static View groups the elements needed to specify structural

aspects of the software system; the Dynamic View deals with

the behavior of the system; and finally the Deployment View

captures the elements of the deployment configuration.

A service has an identifier (serviceID attribute) and it is

described by static, dynamic and deployment elements: the

serviceStaticView refers to a subset of the Static View, and

similarly for the other two views.

In order to better characterize performance antipatterns,

system services must be associated to their serviceDemand

that can be open (specified by the workload) or closed

(specified by the numUsers and the thinkingTime).

The Static View is composed by two different subviews:

the componentView and the classView. Such views contain

elements to describe the static aspects of the system at

different level of details. The former (referring to com-

ponents) can be provided early in the software life cycle

when the architecture of the system is designed, while the

latter can be provided in a detailed design phase, when the

system is decomposed in classes. The Dynamic View is a

set of behaviors having an identifier (behaviorID attribute),

and the probability of execution, behaviorProb. A behavior

contains a set of entities, messages or an operator. The

deploymentView has a set of processing nodes, procesNodes,

and optionally some networkLinks between the procesNodes.

More details on the XML Schema are given in [10].

IV. PERFORMANCE ANTIPATTERNS AS

PREDICATES

In this Section we formalize the representation of per-

formance antipatterns as logical predicates. For sake of

5For sake of space this Section contains the strictly necessary information
about the XML Schema. For more details refer to [10].



Figure 2. An excerpt of the XML Schema.

illustration, we have selected from Table I the following

antipatterns: “Concurrent Processing Systems”, “Circuitous

Treasure Hunt”, and “The Ramp”.

One sub-section is dedicated to each antipattern and

is organized as follows. From the informal representation

of the problem (as reported in Table I), a set of basic

predicates (BPi) is built, where each BPi addresses part

of the antipattern specification. The basic predicates are

first described in a semi-formal natural language and then

formalized by means of first-order logics. The operands of

basic predicates are those system elements defined in the

XML Schema, denoted as underlined words in the following.

In the formalization process we also define supporting

functions that elaborate certain system elements (represented

in the predicates as FfuncName), and a set of thresholds

for comparison with observed properties of the software

system (represented in the predicates as ThthresholdName).

Threshold values can be assigned by software architects

basing on heuristic evaluations, or they can be obtained by

monitoring the system.

Note that in this process we provide our formal interpreta-

tion of the informal definitions in Table I. Such interpretation

is fully described in the semi-formal description of the basic

predicates. Thereafter, the formalization that we propose

obviously reflects our interpretation. Different formalizations

of antipatterns can be originated by laying on different

interpretations of their informal definitions.

A. “Concurrent Processing Systems”

In Figure 3 we report an example of a typical situation

for the Concurrent Processing Systems antipattern to occur:

there are two types of requests entering the system (i.e.

classA and classB), the requests are assigned either to the

processor P1 or to processor P2. There is an unbalanced

processing since processor P1 is less used than P2, and

processor P3 is not employed at all. To improve the system

performance we need to ensure that the software is able

to use the available resources, without overloading some of

them.

Figure 3. A scenario of the Concurrent Processing Systems antipattern.

Concurrent Processing Systems is a Single-value perfor-

mance antipattern fully explained in [4], whose problem in-

formal definition is (see Table I): “it occurs when processing

cannot make use of available processors”.

This antipattern is formalized through three basic pred-

icates (i.e. BP1, BP2, and BP3) whose system elements

belong to the Deployment View. In the following, we denote

with IP the set of the procesNode instances in the system.

BP1 - There is at least one procesNode instance, Px,

among the procesNode instances in IP, having a large

queueLength, that is its queueLength is greater than a

threshold:

FqueueLength(Px) ≥ Thqueue
6 (1)

6This threshold value can be estimated, for example, as the average
number of all the queue length values, with reference to the entire set of
hardware machines in the software system, plus the corresponding variance.



BP2 - Px has also a heavy computation. This means that

the utilization of some hardware resources in Px (e.g., CPU,

disk,etc.) exceeds a predefined limit. Let us define FmaxUtil

that is the function giving in output the maximum value

of hwUtilization for the hardware resources in Px. Such

function has two input parameters: the processing node, and

the type of hardware resource (i.e. ’cpu’, ’disk’, or ’all’ to

denote no distinction between them). Since in this case, the

important thing is to identify if there exists an overloaded

hardware resource, we call the function with the ’all’ option.

BP2 can be formalized as:

FmaxUtil(Px, all) ≥ ThhwRes
7 (2)

BP3- processing nodes are not used in a well-

balanced way, namely there is at least another instance of

procesNode, Py , among the procesNode instances in IP,

whose hwUtilization of the hardware resources is smaller

than the Px one. That is:

FmaxUtil(Py, all) < FmaxUtil(Px, all) (3)

Hence, the Concurrent Processing Systems antipattern

occurs when: ∃Px, Py ∈ IP | (1) ∧ (2) ∧ (3) , where IP

represents the set of all the procesNode instances in the

software system. The set of ProcesNode instances satisfying

such predicate must be pointed out to the designer for a

deeper analysis.

B. “Circuitous Treasure Hunt”

Circuitous Treasure Hunt is a Single-value performance

antipattern fully discussed in [4], whose problem informal

definition (see Table I) can be partitioned in two parts.

The first part, “it occurs when an object must look in

several places to find the information that it needs”, is

formalized through one basic predicate BP1 whose elements

belong to the three Views:

BP1- There are at least two swResources, swRx and

swRy , instances of two components or classes such that: i)

they are both involved in a service S; ii) one, the sender

(i.e., swRx), sends an excessive number of messages to

the other one, the receiver (namely, swRy); ii) the receiver

is a database (as captured by the isDB attribute in the

component/class definition of the static view). Let us define

the function FnumDBmsgs that provides the number of

messages sent to the swRy database by the swRx in a

service S. The basic predicates coming from this analysis

are:

7This threshold value can be estimated, for example, as the mean value
of all the hardware utilization values, with reference to the entire set
of hardware resources in the software system, adding the corresponding
variance.

FnumDBmsgs(swRx, swRy , S) ≥ ThDBmsgs
8 (4)

The second part of the antipattern problem definition

claims that “If a large amount of processing is required

for each “look” (i.e. a database access), performance will

suffer”.

We formalized this part of the definition with two basic

predicates (i.e. BP2, and BP3), whose elements belong to

the Deployment View:

BP2- The procesNode PswRy
on which the swResource

swRy is deployed has a heavy computation. That is, the

hwUtilization of a hardware resource of the procesNode

PswRy
exceeds a certain threshold. For the formalization of

this characteristic, we use the FmaxUtil function, with the

’all’ option, that returns the maximum hwUtilization among

the ones of the hardware resources composing the processing

node. In formula:

FmaxUtil(PswRy
, all) ≥ ThhwRes (5)

BP3- Since a database access utilizes more disk than cpu,

we compare the maximum disk(s) hwUtilization with the

one of the cpu(s) of the procesNode PswRy
that can be

modeled as:

FmaxUtil(PswRy
, disk) ≥ FmaxUtil(PswRy

, cpu) (6)

Summarizing, the Circuitous Treasure Hunt antipattern

occurs when: ∃swRx, swRy ∈ swIR | (4) ∧ (5) ∧ (6) ,

where swIR represents the set of all the swResources. Here

the information to point out to the designer is the set of

swResource pairs satisfying the predicate.

C. “The Ramp”

The Ramp is a Multiple-values performance antipattern

fully explained in [4], whose problem informal definition is

(see Table I): “it occurs when processing time increases as

the system is used”.

This antipattern is formalized through two basic predicates

(i.e. BP1, BP2), whose elements belong to the Static and

Deployment View:

BP1- There is at least one instance of operation Op that

has an increasing value in the response time along different

observation time slots. Let us define the function FRT (Op, i)
that returns the mean responseTime of the operation Op

observed in the time slot i. We consider the average response

time increase of the operation in N consecutive time slots.

Then we can write:

8This threshold value can be estimated as the average number of database
requests, with reference to the entire set of software resources in the
software system, plus the corresponding variance.



∑
1≤i≤N (FRT (Op, i) − FRT (Op, i − 1))

N
> ThrtV ar

9

(7)

BP2- The operation Op shows a decreasing throughput

over time. Let us define the function FT (Op, i) that gives

the mean throughput of the operation Op observed in the

time slot i. We consider the average throughput decrease in

N consecutive time slots. Then we can write:

∑
1≤i≤N (FT (Op, i) − FT (Op, i + 1))

N
> ThtV ar

10 (8)

Hence, The Ramp antipattern occurs when: ∃Op ∈ IO |

(7) ∧ (8) , where Op is an instance of operation belonging

to IO . The set of the operation satisfying such a predicate

has to be reported to the designer as feedback.

V. JAVA RULE-ENGINE APPLICATION

For the sake of validation, we implemented the defined

predicates in a java rule-engine application. Such application

is designed to parse any XML document compliant with our

Schema and produces as output the detected antipatterns.

It uses the Java Application Programming Interface (API)

for XML processing: Document Object Model (DOM) [11]

is a cross-platform and language-independent convention for

representing and interacting with objects in XML docu-

ments.

For sake of illustration, we report in Listing 1 the fragment

of Java code that implements the boolean function (i.e.,

checkCPS PA) able to match the three conditions under

which the Concurrent Processing Systems antipattern occurs

(see Section IV-A).

In the function two supporting arrays are defined: the first

one (i.e., nodeQLs) records the mean queue length for each

processing node; the second one (i.e., nodeHwResUtil) stores

the maximum utilization of the hardware resources again for

each processing node. The two arrays play a key role and

they are used to be compared with threshold values.

The first condition of Concurrent Processing Systems con-

sists in the existence of at least one instance of procesNode

that has an average queue length larger or equal to a thresh-

old (i.e., Thqueue). Thqueue is approximated to the average

number of all the queue length values, with reference to the

entire set of hardware machines in the software system and

it is calculated by the function getTh queue(doc).

The second condition of Concurrent Processing Systems

consist in the existence of at least one instance (among

the ones that satisfy the first condition) of procesNode that

has a maximum hardware utilization greater or equal to

9This threshold value represents the maximum feasible slope of the
response time observed in N consecutive time slots.

10This threshold value represents the maximum feasible slope of the
throughput observed in N consecutive time slots.

a threshold (i.e., ThhwRes). ThhwRes is approximated to

the average number of all the hardware utilization values,

with reference to the entire set of hardware resources in the

software system. This threshold is calculated by the function

getTh hwRes(doc).

The third condition is that processing nodes are not used

in a well-balanced way, so there is at least one instance of

procesNode (among all system nodes) that has an average

maximum utilization consistently lower than the one of

the procesNode instances that satisfy the first and second

conditions. Any of these instances can be targeted to lead a

Concurrent Processing Systems antipattern. Listing 1 checks

all previous conditions and reports whether the antipattern

occurs or not.

boolean checkCPS PA ( Document doc ) {
boolean PA cps = f a l s e ;

i n t nodeQLs [ ] = new i n t [ numProcNodes ( doc ) ] ;

f l o a t nodeHwResUt i l [ ] = new f l o a t [ numProcNodes ( doc ) ] ;

No d eLi s t l i s t O f P r o c e s N o d e s = doc . getElementsByTagName ("procesNode" ) ;

fo r ( i n t s = 0 ; s < l i s t O f P r o c e s N o d e s . g e t L e n g t h ( ) ; s ++) {
f l o a t max Ut i l C u r r en t No d e = 0 ;

Node p ro cesNo d e = l i s t O f P r o c e s N o d e s . i t em ( s ) ;

i f ( p ro cesNo d e . getNodeType ( ) == Node .ELEMENT NODE) {
Element p r o c e s E l e m e n t = ( Element ) p ro cesNo d e ;

No d eLi s t i n n erLi s t OfHwR eso u rce s = p r o c e s E l e m e n t .

getElementsByTagName ("hwResource" ) ;

fo r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < i n n erLi s t OfHwR eso u rce s . g e t L e n g t h ( ) ; i ++) {
Node hwResNode = i n n erLi s t OfHwR eso u rce s . i t em ( i ) ;

f l o a t t emp Ut i l C u r r en t No d e = F l o a t . p a r s e F l o a t ( hwResNode .

g e t A t t r i b u t e s ( ) . i t em ( 1 ) . g e t No d eVal u e ( ) ) ;

i f ( t emp Ut i l C u r r en t No d e > max Ut i l C u r r en t No d e ) {
max Ut i l C u r r en t No d e = t emp Ut i l C u r r en t No d e ;

}
}
nodeHwResUt i l [ s ] = max Ut i l C u r r en t No d e ;

No d eLi s t q u e u e L e n g t h L i s t = p r o c e s E l e m e n t . getElementsByTagName ("

queueLength" ) ;

Element q u eu eLen g t h El emen t = ( Element ) q u e u e L e n g t h L i s t . i t em ( 0 ) ;

nodeQLs [ s ] = I n t e g e r . p a r s e I n t ( ( ( Node ) q u eu eLen g t h El emen t .

g e t C h i l d No d es ( ) . i t em ( 0 ) ) . g e t No d eVal u e ( ) . t r i m ( ) ) ;

}
}

fo r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < numProcNodes ( doc ) ; i ++) {
i f ( nodeQLs [ i ] > g et Th q u eu e ( doc ) ) {

i f ( nodeHwResUt i l [ i ] > getTh hwRes ( doc ) ) {
fo r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < numProcNodes ( doc ) ; j ++) {

i f ( nodeHwResUt i l [ i ] > nodeHwResUt i l [ j ] ) {
PA cps = t rue ;

}
}

}
}

}
return PA cps ;

}

Listing 1. Fragment for the evaluation of the Concurrent Processing
Systems antipattern.

VI. CASE STUDY

In this section we apply the proposed approach of the

core step to the Electronic Commerce System (ECS) case

study. With this example we demonstrate the feasibility of

our approach illustrating how the predicates introduced in

Section IV can be used to detect, if any, antipatterns.

ECS is a highly web-based system to manage business

data: customers are able to browse catalogs and make

selections of items that need to be purchased. At the same

time, agents can upload their catalogs, change the prices, the

availability of products and so on.

The performance requirement defined for the ECS system

is that each hardware resource has not to be used more



than 80% under the mean workload of 70 requests/second

concurrently in execution in the system.

The ECS system could reveal some critical services, such

as browsing catalogs and make a purchase. The former

one is critical because it is required by a large number of

(registered and not registered) customers, whereas the latter

one requires several database accesses that can drop the

system performance.

We adopt a revised version of Prima-UML methodology

[12] as forward path from an (annotated) software model

through the production of performance indices of inter-

est. PrimaUML requires modeling the system requirements

through an UML Use Case Diagram, modeling the software

dynamics through UML Sequence Diagrams, and model-

ing the software-to-hardware mapping through an UML

Deployment Diagram. The use case diagram should be

annotated with the system operational profile, the sequence

with service demands and message size of each operation,

and the deployment with the characteristics of hardware

nodes.

In Figure 4, we report an excerpt of the ECS (annotated)

Software Model. In the modeling, we use UML 2.0 [7] as

modeling language and MARTE Profile [13] to annotate ad-

ditional information needed to execute performance analysis

(such as workload to the system, service demands, hardware

characteristics). In particular, the UML component diagram

of Figure 4(a) describes the details of the software com-

ponents and their interconnection through provided/required

interfaces, whereas the UML deployment diagram of Figure

4(b) shows the deployment of the software artifacts over the

hardware platform. The deployment is annotated with the

characteristics of the hardware nodes by means of MARTE

stereotypes to specify CPU characteristics (speedFactor and

schedPolicy tags) and network delay (blockT tag).

The performance indices for the ECS system are obtained

by solving the queueing network model produced applying

PrimaUML.

We consider two scenarios: browseCatalog (invoked with

a probability of 99%) and makePurchase (invoked with a

probability of 1%). In Table II we report input parameters

and output indices of the ECS queueing model: the first

column contains the service demand of each service center

of the queueing network; the second column shows their cor-

responding utilization. As it can be noticed, the libraryNode

has an utilization of 96% that is larger than the required one

(i.e., 80%). The requirement is not satisfied thus we apply

our approach to detect possible performance antipatterns.

As first step, the approach joins the Architecture Model

and the Performance Indices in an XML representation [14]

for the ECS system case study. After that, we run the Java

rule-engine application that detects the antipatterns collected

in Table III.

We denote with ECS antipattern the new ECS system

in which the corresponding antipattern solution is applied.

Service Demand Utilization

(input parameters) (output indices)

webServerNode 2.02 msec 27%

libraryNode 7.05 msec 96%

controlNode 3 msec 41%

databaseNode cpu 15 msec 20%

databaseNode disk 30 msec 41%

Table II
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS AND INDICES OF THE ECS SYSTEM.

Antipattern Problem Solution

Concurrent
Processing
Systems

Processing cannot make
use of the processor web-

ServerNode.

Restructure software or
change scheduling algo-
rithms between proces-
sors libraryNode and web-
ServerNode.

Blob libraryController

performs most of
the work, it generates
excessive message traffic.

Refactor the design to
keep related data and
behavior together. Dele-
gate some work from li-

braryController to filmLi-

brary and bookLibrary.

Circuitous
Treasure
Hunt

A large amount of pro-
cessing to find informa-
tion in database.

Refactor the design of the
database to reduce the
cost of each access.

Table III
ECS PERFORMANCE ANTIPATTERNS: PROBLEM AND SOLUTION.

For example, in our experimentation we decide to solve

the Concurrent Processing Systems Antipattern, obtaining a

new system: ECS cps. According to the antipattern solution

we re-deploy dispatcher and userController components

from libraryNode to the webServerNode, thus to obtain the

ECS cps system.

We re-apply the PrimaUML methodology. Table IV re-

ports the performance parameters and indices obtained by

solving the queueing network model corresponding to the

ECS cps system. Note that the antipattern has provided a

relevant information to the designer because its removal

consistently improves the utilization of hardware resources

and the system requirement (i.e., each hardware utilization

lesser than 80%) is not any more violated.

VII. RELATED WORK

The term Antipattern appeared for the first time in [6] in

contrast to the trend of focus on positive and constructive

solutions. Differently from patterns, antipatterns look at

the negative features of a software system and describe

commonly occurring solutions to problems that generate

negative consequences.

Antipatterns have been applied in different domains. For

example, in [15] data-flow antipatterns help to discover

errors in workflows and are formalized through the CTL*
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(b) UML deployment diagram

Figure 4. An excerpt of the ECS (annotated) Software Architecture Model.



Service Demand Utilization

(input parameters) (output indices)

webServerNode 4.07 msec 61%

libraryNode 5 msec 75%

controlNode 3 msec 45%

databaseNode cpu 15 msec 22%

databaseNode disk 30 msec 45%

Table IV
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS AND INDICES OF THE ECS CPS SYSTEM.

temporal logic. As another example, in [16] antipatterns help

to discover multi threading problems of java applications and

are specified through the LTL temporal logic.

Performance Antipatterns, as the same name suggests,

deal with performance issues of the software systems. They

have been previously documented and discussed in differ-

ent works: technology independent performance antipatterns

have been defined in [4] and they represent the main

references in our work; technology specific antipatterns have

been specified in [17] [18].

Enterprise technologies and EJB antipatterns are analyzed

in [19]: antipatterns are represented as a set of rules loaded

into the JESS [20] rule engine. The monitoring of the

software application leads to reconstruct its run-time design

and to obtain JESS facts. The matching between pre-defined

rules and application facts is performed in order to carry out

the detection of antipatterns.

Another recent work on the software performance diag-

nosis and improvements is proposed in [21]. Rules able

to identify patterns of interaction between resources are

defined, and again specified as JESS rules. Performance

problems are identified before the implementation of the

software system, even if they are based only on bottle-

necks (e.g. the “One-Lane Bridge” antipattern) and long

paths. Layered resource architectures are considered and the

performance analysis is conducted with Layered Queueing

Network (LQN) models. Such approach applies only to LQN

models, hence its portability to other notations is yet to be

proven and it may be quite complex. Our intent is instead

to address a much wider set of modeling notations. This

is the reason why we propose to represent performance

antipatterns with basic constructs such as logical predicates.

Antipattern representation is a more recent research topic,

whereas there has already been a significant effort in the area

of representing software design patterns.

In [22] the authors propose a pattern specification lan-

guage that is aimed to specify static and dynamic fea-

tures of design patterns. Each pattern is analyzed from

two complementary views: the structural and the behavioral

views. In the context of performance antipatterns we need

an additional view, as the deployment view is necessary to

represent platform properties.

In [23] design patterns are represented by logic predicates

through which it is possible to identify roles and subse-

quently candidates for the patterns. Starting from the UML

class diagram of the design pattern, it is possible to identify

the role elements of the pattern and their relationship: each

role is translated into a logical predicate, and finally the de-

sign pattern is a logical predicate that manages the interplay

of all the different roles involved in its specification.

In [24] a set of modeling patterns are used to explore the

design space of soft real-time systems. Patterns are proposed

as parametric templates that can be applied by setting

appropriate values according to different deployments. A

modeling language formalizes patterns representing design

solutions that may have a different impact on the system

performance intended as the amount of fulfilled real-time

deadlines.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This work is a contribution to the automation of the

backward path from performance results to architectural

feedback. Specifically, we have tackled the problem of using

performance antipatterns to provide a first implementation of

the Results Interpretation & Feedback Generation step.

We have structured the system elements that define per-

formance antipatterns as an XML Schema, which has been

conceived as notation-independent. Besides, we have for-

malized the definition of performance antipatterns as logical

predicates whose operands are elements of the Schema. A

case study is illustrated to demonstrate the feasibility of the

proposed approach.

The formalization of antipatterns proposed in this paper

is the result of multiple formulations and checks. It is a

first attempt to formally define antipattern and it may be

subject to some refinements. However, the presented case

study proves the potentiality of the formalization framework

for performance antipattern detection.

However, we remark that the formalization we propose

reflects our interpretation of the informal definition of the

considered antipattern. Different formalizations of antipat-

terns can be originated by laying on different interpretations

of such informal definition.

As a short-term future goal we intend to experiment our

approach on complex case study to validate its scalability.

In a longer term, we aim at introducing a metamodeling

approach to the antipattern definition and to use model-

driven engineering techniques to detect and solve perfor-

mance antipatterns.

The proposed formalization is based on a certain number

of thresholds that introduce in the framework a degree

of uncertainty. We are working on defining a metric that

quantifies such uncertainty as a function of the number of

the thresholds an antipattern formalization requires.



Since an antipattern is made of a problem description

as well as a solution description, we are working on the

solution representation. Solutions of many antipatterns can

be represented with the same instruments, because they

are expressed as patterns that actually remove the original

problems.

At the moment, with this formalization we are able to

detect antipatterns. However, we are working to exploit

the formalization provided here to automatically deduce

antipattern solution (that is system re-design). Just to give a

hint, being an antipattern expressed as a logical formula, the

negation of such formula should provide some suggestion

on the actions to take to solve the antipattern. This would

represent a general approach to automatically solve any new

type of antipattern that can be defined in future.

Finally, whenever a list of present antipatterns is extracted,

heuristic approaches have to be identified to decide how

many and which antipatterns to remove among the found

ones. This solution process can be quite complex, and the

antipattern formalization is only the first step. For example,

metrics can be introduced to quantify the role of views

in the definition of an antipattern. In fact, once defined,

an antipattern must be searched, often with incomplete

information available to analysts. Therefore the searching

process is basically driven from heuristics, and metrics are

crucial to effectively drive such process.
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